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"Although this tape is unfinished in any
obvious sense, I feel that it draws attention
to what I was most concerned with at that
time, that is the remarkable sensitivity of
the medium, more specifically, the vidicon
tube its changes and effects of light and
image during recording. This recording was
more "form evolving" than "objective
seeking", the duration effected by the
videotapes actual length ."

LIGHT SENSITIVE
Videotape by Anthony Sinden
September 1976
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Electronic Concepts of videotapes shown :
'The Matter' A dot pattern with its raster
is displayed on a scan processor. Three basic
waves, sine, triangle and square, generated
by a locked waveform generator, are applied
to shape the display . A slow ramp generator
controls the size and image drift. The
identical image forming waves are the source
of sound.
'C-Trend' A camera view from a window
is displayed on a scan processor. The
identical image signal is fed into the vertical
deflection system of the scan processor,
translating the energy structure of the image
into a vertical position of scan-lines . The
displayed raster
shaped with locke0 vave
form generators - d retimed by an ex : . " nal
clock causing a sl,.)w drift.
keyed
through a circle and switched into its
invertF:
`he energy
-)de at various ralconte
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